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PREFACE
This is one of seven studies being carried on simul-
taneously and cooperatively in the field of Social Studies
in Secondary Schools by a group including:
James R. Donovan
Robert A. Gentry
Robert S. Harria
Andres J. Kornechuk
Ralph C. Magnus on
Timothy P. Murphy
Charles F. O’Hara
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American Government
Sociology
Problems of Democracy
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GHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
1* The Problem
2. Definition of Terms
3. The importance of Textbooks
4. The Value of Collateral Reading
5. Summary of Observations
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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
The Problem:
The purpose of this study is to compile a list of
reading materials cited in high school textbooks in
Geography* It is also intended to discover the extent to
which the textbook authors agree on the choice of bibliog-
raphical material presented* It is, furthermore, planned
to compare the list with certain extant lists of high
school reading materials, to compare the lists of different
authors and to compare the composite list with the existing
lists of high school reading* Finally, it is intended to
classify these books*
It is generally believed that the Social Studies
Department makes more use of library materials than any
1
other* In accordance with this view many reasons have
been offered as to why the bibliographies contained in
Social Studies textbooks are both interesting and revealing
2
to the school librarian. It has been shown that in order
1. Heaps, Willard A., "Supplementary Readings in American
History Textbooks", Social Studies
,
Vol. 32, No. 5,
p. 212, May, 1941.
2. Ibid., p. 214.
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to extend the variety of pupils 1 learning experiences,
school libraries are often expected to furnish these
3
titles when the text is being used. Not only should a
librarian be conversant with these materials however, but
also, the versatile social studies teacher. Because he
should be able to make available to the pupil for further
enrichment supplementary references in his field, the
writer believes that the following study of books and
materials cited in textbooks in Geography in the secondary
schools is most appropriate.
Definition of Terms:
It is usually necessary to define terms that are apt
to be used in a study of this nature so that a clear under-
standing of what is meant by the author does not leave a
question in the mind of the reader. In order that this
may not occur Wesley’s classifications, interpretations and
definitions, as submitted below, are used in this study:
Reference Books: under this heading appear
general encyclopedias, yearbooks, state manuals,
atlases and dictionaries of biography.
Parallel Texts: textbooks which are intended for
use in the same subject and at the same grade level
as the book under consideration.
Source Books: books that furnish that indispen-
sable sense of reality which can be obtained in no
other way except by experience.
3. Ibid.
,
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Series and Sets; a series is composed of a
number of volumes, each of which is written by a
different author; the word "set’ 1 is used to indicate
a number of related volumes by the same author* The
various series of geographical readers are examples
of useful series*
Specialized Studies; books which provide materials
that extend beyond the textbook and the encyclopedia*
Biographies; records of the lives of particular
men or women*
Books on Local Aspects; local publications which
inspire a sense of concrete reality*
Fiction; books which present concrete facts
woven around a fictitious person or several persons;
which mirror social realities.
References; all printed matter which contains
material that is additional or supplementary in
nature; may or may not be similar; may or may not
extend beyond the textbook*
Pamphlets; free and inexpensive material dealing
with special topics in the social studies.
Periodicals; magazines which present facts,
reflect opinions and present critical views; news-
papers. 4
Since this study is concerned with reading lists and
textbooks it is in order to show that textbooks are very
important to the social studies program in the United States.
Although many teachers have maintained that source
books, collateral readings and other supplementary materials
are sufficient for an adequate education in the social
studies, we find numerous authorities supporting the brief
4. 1/Ve s ley, E. B., Teaching the Social Studies
,
Boston;
D. C. Heath Company, 1942, pp. 327-331.
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for textbooks. Henry Johnson feels that the most important
aid in the teaching of history is the textbook, from the
5
point of view of American conditions* We are, further-
more, urged to recognize the fact that "in American Educa-
tional practice textbooks virtually represent the curricu-
6
lum. " "There is little evidence available to justify any
great faith in the effect of supplementary and collateral
7
materials on content."
Studies have shown that "instruction by the textbook
still remains, by far, the most common method of instruction
0
in the social studies," Wilder, the author of this* state-
ment, indicates that "the production of textbooks in
increasing numbers within a given field enables the teacher
9
to make assignments in parallel texts." The result is
that the less capable pupil may acquire more than one
presentation of a topic at a level of organization, thought
style suited to his ability."^
"It is in the textbook that one expects to find the
essentials of a subject, the general outline of a course.
5. Johnson, Henry, Teaching of History, New York; the
Macmillan Company, 1940, p. 241*
6* Levine, Michael, "The Textbook in Social Studies," Social
Education, Vol. 3, No. 5, p. 318, May, 1939.
7. Ibid., p. 319.
8. Wilder, Howard B., "Progress in Social Studies TextbooksJ'
Socia l Education. Vol. 1, No. 5, p. 313, May, 1937.
9. Ibid
., p. 317.
10.
Loc.“ cit.
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The teacher and the textbook are the pillars of instruc-
11
tion. Educators and administrators have begun to ask
serious questions of textbook makers, for the making of
textbooks is one of the most influential forces in shaping
12
education’s policy.” Thwing characterizes the textbook
as M a teacher of teachers”, showing that by means of a
text or several texts the teacher introduces the pupil to
13
a world of knowledge he little suspected. Kepner claims
that ’’rightly or wrongly the American teacher is, by and
14large, a textbook teacher.”
The textbook holds a prominent place in school work
because it provides a compact arrangement of educational
material, "serves as a ready reference after the individual
has completed his formal education”, and provides for a
15
uniform education throughout the country. It promotes
an orderly pursuit of the course and is ”a record of subject
16development from year to year.”
While the textbook offers the several advantages
11. Hall-Quest, Alfred Lawrence, The Textbook
,
New Yorkj
The Macmillan Company, 1918, p. 1.
12. Ibid
. ,
p. 3.
13. Ibid
. , p. 5.
14. Kepner, Tyler, ’’The Dilemma of the Teacher”, Social
Education
,
Vol. 1, No. 2, p. 85, 1937.
15. Hall-Quest, Alfred L., _op. cit.
,
p. 5.
16. Loc. cit.
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indicated above, we should observe that it makes one
17
independent of his teacher. One may take his book where-
ver he pleases. One cannot do that with a great lecturer.
Neither may one question the teacher as he can the book,
now may one select the time for hearing the great teacher
18talk as he can for reading the book. Nearly all the
19
teachers, moreover, have embodied their ideas in books.
We find, further, that "the textbook is a tool by means of
20
which knowledge is received and understanding developed.
It is a guide to reading references and an incentive or
inspiration.
A further example of the value of the textbook is
found in the references and bibliographies contained in
them. These are good criteria by which teachers may
evaluate textbooks objectively. 22 "Many good teachers have
obtained excellent results with the use of a few reference
books •
"
25
In concluding these remarks on the value of textbooks,
attention is called to Cartwright's view that "the textbook
17. Harris, Dr. W. T., "The Importance of the Textbook",
The Journal of Education, Vol. 80, p. 317, Oct. 8,
1514 .
18. Loc . clt .
19. Loc . cit .
20. Loc . cit .
21. Loc . cit.
22. Bining,'A. C. and Bining, D. H., Teaching Social
Studies in Secondary Schools . New Yorks McGraw-Hill,
1 94 1 , pp. 82-84.
23. Ibid., p. 155.
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is probably the best single tool available to social
studies teachers. The fact that it may be misused is not
a criticism of the tool but of the training or ability
24
of the craftsman*” "With the textbook, as with the plane
in the school shop, it is the skill with which the tool is
,.25
used that determines the quality of the product.”
The Value of Collateral Reading:
While the textbook is extremely important to the
Social Studies program, the Social Studies, perhaps more
than any other subjects in school, should encourage wide
reading* Wesley makes the statement that:
....reading offers practically the only means by
which the students can, at least vicariously,
acquire all the rich and illuminating experiences
which the human race has had#^6
Textbooks, out of necessity, can only serve as a guide
to challenge a student and to open up thought provoking
experiences* Great demands are made upon textbooks#
By the time the pupil has reached the Junior
High School he has become a textbook addict. Text-
books are introduced at the earliest possible moment
and the pupil is made to realize their general
utility, if not their infallibility# 27
24# Cartwright, W. H., ”How to Use a Textbook”, How To Do
It Series . No. 2, National Council for the SociaT
Studies, p. 1, 1947#
25. Ibid
. , p. 1#
26. Wesley, E. B., 22* dt . * P* 418.
27. Knowlton, D. C., "Teaching of History in the Junior
High School”, The Historica 1 Outlook . Vol. 16, No# 2,
p. 76, Feb., 1925.
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Many school surveys indicate the dominant role that the
textbook plays in the social studies. To some students
studying means the learning of material in the textbook.
Yet the authors, in order to be brief, can give only a
bird’s eye view of the situation colored by their own
experience. Textbooks would be too cumbersome if they
were to include a complete description of an event* At
the most, whatever treatment is given must be brief and
to the point. The reading program as suggested by the
authors of textbooks indicate that they recognize the
limitations of their work. Ernest Horn states:
The present tendency in textbooks is clearly
in the direction of the expanded text. The arrange-
ment of the largest books and the recommended
reading lists included in them indicate, however,
that the authors assume the necessity of collateral
reading. 28
Too many students exhibit too great an adherence to the
text. Supervised study will relieve this as will also the
encouragement of collateral reading.
Collateral reading will not only prevent con-
centration on the content of one book, but will
overcome a paucity of vocabulary so that students
may use their own words in expressing aspects of
a subject.29
Importance of collateral reading was recognized before the
28. Korn, E., Methods of Instruction in the Social Studies
.
New York: Scribners, 1937, p. 211.
29. Stolzenberg, B., "A Study of Failures in the Social
Studies' 1
,
Socia l Studies
,
Vol. 29, No. 8, p. 347,
Dec., 1938.
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Twentieth century* Such organizations as the National
Education Association and the American Historical Associa-
tion took an active part in stressing collateral reading.
The Committee of Ten on Secondary School Subjects in 1894
passed several resolutions which included the advisability
of collateral reading* In part they stated:
Resolved, that pupils should be required to
read or learn one other account besides that of
the textbook, on each lesson. Resolved, that a
collection of reference books, ss large as the
means of the school allow, should be provided
for every school suitable for use in connection
with all the historical work done in that school*’'
Teachers have been requesting lists of books for
31
outside reading in the social studies. A reading program
beyond the textbook serves many purposes* Authorities
such as Johnson, Horn, Wesley, Hill, Martin and others
strongly favor collateral reading as one of the greatest
aids in teaching the social studies* It helps to create
conditions favorable to thinking and consequently to
combat formal and verbalistic learning*
Horn, Johnson, and Wesley agree on the important
contributions of collateral reading which Horn summarizes
as follows:
30. Poster, Herbert D.
,
Chairman, "Books on Historical
Reading in Schools," Social Studies
,
Vol* 15, No* 7,
p. 306, Oct., 1924*
31. Horn, E*, ojp. clt
. , pp. 221-228*
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(a) to give vividness, atmosphere, and a sense of
reality,
(b) to furnish specific information,
(c) to give inspiration and to develop present and
continuing interests,
(d) to give a knowledge of general references such
as encyclopedias, atlases, yearbooks, and other
standard works and to train in their use,
(e) to introduce the student to the classic writings
in social science,
(f) to encourage the discriminative reading of
imaginative literature in relation to the social
studies,
(g) to acquaint students with the periodical literature
that is most useful in keeping abreast with modern
developments
;
(h) to give training in the use of the fundamental 32
methods of thought in the various social sciences.
To have a program of collateral reading necessitates
some form of library. The need for numerous and varied
books in teaching the social studies should stimulate a
social studies library. It should be the center and source
of all study in history. No vital work can be carried on
without books to which pupils may have ready and constant
access. Recent surveys of social studies libraries show
that they do contain old and comparatively useless books,
that they are poorly supplied with recent books and that
33
the number is too small to serve the needs of the pupils*
The library markedly influences the success or failure
of the work in social studies.
32. Ibid
. , p. 229.
33. Wesley, E. B., op. cit.
, p. 324.
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Whereas, some school subjects can be taught with
relative success without any great use of books,
the very essence of the social studies is found in
an expanded realization of the various forms and
instances of social cooperation* The library is
perhaps the best single index of the quality of
instruction that is given in the social studies*
Only a slothful and indifferent teacher will
acquiesce in the continuation of a poor and inad-
equate library* The alert and vigorous teacher
will see that a poor library becomes a good
library* 34
The selection of an adequate working library in
the social studies is difficult and the more limited
the funds of the school, the more crucial it is
that the books be chosen with the utmost care* The
lists in many textbooks seem to have been made
without the limitations of either the budget or
the abilities of the student in mind *35
There is, moreover, astonishingly little agreement
among texts in any field as to books that students
should study* In one investigation, only one
reference was found to be recommended in all of
twenty-two texts in American History that were
examined and only sixteen references were mentioned
in seventeen or more texts* 1' 6
The Summary:
In the foregoing observations we have noted that the
textbook Is the outstanding device relied upon in the
teaching of the social studies in secondary schools* It
is to be observed further, however, that the textbook
standing alone today does not meet the requirements of an
34 • Ibid ., p. 334,
35. Horn, E., op. cit
. , p. 244.
36. Op. cit.
, p. 245.
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enrichlng education* In conclusion, attention is drawn to
the paramount need of a broad reading program. For this
reason we cannot escape the contention of the best authori-
ties that reading lists and a good collection of reference
books are essential to the desirable outcomes of a
superior program in the social studieso It is to be seen,
therefore, that both an effective textbook and a well
planned library of such materials are of the highest impor-
tance to the modern school. This study is designed to
further that objective and is timely in view of the fact
that the National Council of t he Social Studies has recom-
mended that more geography be introduced into the American
high school curricula. Geographers have been appealed to
by publishing houses to go to work and become authors of
37
textbooks to meet the demand.
37. Atwood, Wallace W., "Global or World Geography",
The Journal of Geography, Vol. 43, pp. 202-204,
S eptember, 1934
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CHAPTER II
THE METHOD
1* Selection of textbooks*
2* Description of selected textbooks*
5* Procedure.
4. Description of authoritative source*
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CHAPTER II
PROCEDURE
Selection of Textbooks:
It was thought test to utilize books of the most recent
publication date possible for the purpose of obtaining
the references in textbooks. World War II called a halt
to the abundant printing of textbooks and many authors are
having their books revised* Consequently, geography text-
books for this study were more difficult to secure in their
newest and most recently revised editions*
In a survey of geography in the high schools of
Nebraska during 1945-1S47, Rex C. Miller of the University
of Nebraska and Clark University found that:
One of the greatest needs today is that of more
and better textbooks for the high school level*
At present, the three most used texts in Nebraska
are World Geography by John H. Bradley, Global
Geography by Van Cleef, and Modern World Geography
by Case and Bergsmark. Other texts used are:
The Nations Today by Packard -Sinnott-Overton*
World Geography by Paigle and Thurston*
Human Geography in the Air Age by Renner.
Our Air -Age World by Packard -Overton -Wood*
Economic Geography by Colby and Foster.
The Wording World by Whitbeck, Finch and Durand*
This is hot a complete list but it does include
the nine textbooks in geography most often named
for use in the high schools of Nebraska* 1
1. Miller, Rex C., "High School Geography in Nebraska,"
Journa 1 of Geography
,
Vol* 47, No. 1, pp. 8-17, Jan., 1948.
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Seven of the nine textbooks that Miller mentions are
included among the textbooks selected for this study to
tabulate the references and to assess them as to frequency
of mention*
Therefore, after checking with publishers, geography
publications such as the Journal of Geography, and geogra-
phy teachers, the following high school geography textbooks
were selected and then approved by the adviser.
Description of Textbooks:
Bradley, John H*
WORLD GEOGRAPHY* Boston: Ginn and Company, 1945*
This text of 486 pages, has six units with 22 chapters
plus a very useful chapter on maps and their use* Each
chapter has appended questions, activities and statements
to correct; the books recommended for reading carry brief
descriptions for the information of the pupil* However,
publishers and publication dates are not given with the
references* The text is dedicated to training for geogra-
phical thinking about world problems* Illustrations, maps
and an index are included*
Case, Earl C* and Bergsmark, Daniel R*
MODERN WORLD GEOGRAPHY. New York: J. B* Lippincott
Company, 1943*
The text has 737 pages, five parts and 37 chapters.
References give the publisher, date of piblication and
pages recommended for reading. There are six colored
maps, pictures, charts, reference tables and an index*
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The text takes up the various parts of the world and con-
siders it from the point of view of human habitation*
Colby, Charles C. and Foster, Alice
ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY* Bostons Ginn and Company, 1940.
The book contains a short general list of references
in the Appendix, totaling but fifteen references; it has
687 pages, divided into seven parts, the first of which Is
concerned with the world as a whole and the others with
its major regions. It contains an atlas section of politi-
cal and physical maps as well as many interspersed through-
out the text*
Jones, Clarence F*
ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY. New York: Henry Holt and
Company, 1940.
Readings and topics for investigation and report are
included in each chapter with numbers and letters referring
to a Selected Reference List in the back of the book which
Jones suggests might serve to make a good small geography
high school library* Pamphlets, detailed works and periodi-
cals are listed* Total number of pages is 420, divided
into seven parts with 37 chapters; over 335 illustrations
are paged and numbered in the contents, including charts,
pictures and maps<>
Packard, Leonard 0., Overton, Bruce, and Wood, Ben D.
OUR AIR-AGE WORLD. A TEXTBOOK IN GLOBAL GEOGRAPHY.
New York: Macmillan Company, 1942*
The text contains a short bibliography of books for
Supplementary Reading, for Reference and magazine readings*
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It has 858 pages, eight parts and 20 units with a guide
to study, topics for class discussion and work to be done
for each. The appendix is large, with statistics and
colored maps interspersed*
Renner, George T.
HUMAN GEOGRAPHY IN THE AIR AGE. A TEXT FOR HIGH
SCHOOL STUDENTS. New York; Macmillan Company, 1942*
The text is comparatively short with 238 pages and
nine chapters; the references are listed alphabetically
after each chapter with publication dates and publishers;
those references especially recommended for the teacher
are noted* The book is one of the Air-Age Education Series
designed to orient high school geographical thinking along
aviation lines* A useful glossary for students is
included*
Ridgley, Douglas C. and Ekblaw, Sidney E*
INFLUENCE OF GEOGRAPHY ON OUR ECONOMIC LIFE. Boston;
Gregg Publishing Company, 1943.
References are listed in the back of the book with
two classifications, physical and economic geography* The
text has 658 pages with six parts and 42 chapters each
containing exercises; an appendix and index are included.
It is suggested that from the reference list a library may
be selected*
Roth, Lawrence V* and Hobbs, Stillman M*
LIVING IN THE PEOPLES WORLD. New York; La id law
Brothers, 1945*
The book contains references alphabetically listed
--
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for each chapter and is divided into eight units with 704
pages* No publishers or publication dates of references
are given; a long list of maps is paged in the contents;
a good index and statistical supplement with study exercises
for chapters is included*
Van Cleef, Eugene
GLOBAL GEOGRAPHY. Boston: Allyn and Bacon Company,
1945*
The textbook is a large size one with 397 pages
divided into 17 units, 40 chapters and an appendix* A
f
Selected Bibliography at the end of the book is suggested
as the basis for a general library of geographical works.
There are eight large colored maps and an insert of a
World War II map. Questions and map studies are included.
Whitbeck, Ray H., Durand, Jr., Loyal and Whitaker,
J. R.
THE WORKING WORLD. New York: American Book Company,
1947.
Selected reference books are listed under special
topics; the book has 687 pages, including tables of area,
population, products, trades, statistical maps, diagrams
and graphs. Main emphasis is on regions and commodities.
Procedure:
A list of all the references was compiled from the
textbooks with the name of the author, publisher and date
of publication, if given. The references from each text-
book were checked to discover if textbook writers agree
on supplementary reading material. In this manner, a
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Master List of 1225 references was found; textbooks with
no references were left out of the study* A Working List
was compiled of the references mentioned in two or more
textbooks* This Working List contains 138 references
which, in turn, was checked against the Standard Catalog
for High School Libraries
,
5th edition
,
1947 to determine
if this authoritative source was in agreement with these
books.
Description of Standard Catalog ;
The Standard Catalog for High School Libraries consist
of books prepared primarily for junior and senior high
schools* The Cata log is so important to social studies
that a detailed description of its organization and the
methods by which it is compiled are included here.
The Catalog is divided into two parts. The first part
is arranged alphabetically under author, title or subject.
The quickest way of finding all books by one author or all
material on a given subject is to look in Part I under the
author and subject. Part I is used as an index to Part II
where the arrangement is according to the Dewey Decimal
classification and gives full information about a book,
its publisher, price and descriptive note. Pamphlets are
included under the various classification numbers and
following the books on the subject.
The books are not completely graded, but some are
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classified as being for senior high schools only, others
for junior high schools and still others for adults or
for older pupils*
The Standard Catalog consists of 4,555 books fully
catalogued, 842 books entered briefly at the heads of
classes as notes, 773 pamphlets and series of pamphlets*
In addition there is a list of sources for pictures* 806
books are starred for first purchase with 183 of these
double starred as specially recommended*
During the months preceding each supplement a file of
cards is built up consisting of titles which are thought
by editors to be possibilities for the Ca talog . The
entries consist of all titles reviewed in the "Book
Review Digest" which seem to be suitable for high school
libraries. Books reviewed in the "Hornbook", "Wisconsin
Bulletin", books designated as "Books for Young People"
in the "Booklet", all cards made by the H. W. Wilson
Company which are marked "L" in the check lists of printed
cards, books that publishers send to the H* W. Wilson
Company and suggestions made by collaborators and others
are also included among the entries*
The collaborators include school librarians, teachers
of Library Science, educators and specialists in the fields
of agriculture, art, fiction, music, physical education
and hygiene, useful arts and the social sciences*
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CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS
1. Abbreviations utilized in conjunction with the tables.
2» Analyses of the references*
3. Agreement of references with
4. Classification of Textbooks.
the authoritative source.
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CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS
The chapter consists of an analytical and tabular
presentation of all references cited in two or more of the
ten geography textbooks used in this study* Explanations
and Findings accompany each table. These references com-
prise the Working List of 138 references which were selected
from the Master List because of their frequency of mention.
On the tables and charts, the ten selected high school
geography textbooks are designated by the letters of the
alphabet in the following relationship:
A - WORLD GEOGRAPHY (BRADLEY) SC
B - HOMAN GEOGRAPHY IN THE AIR AGE (RENNER) SC
C - LIVING IN THE PEOPLES* WORLD (ROTH)
D - ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY (COLBY) SC
E - CUR AIR -AGE WORLD (PACKARD) SC
F - GEOGRAPHY (JONES)
G - THE WORKING WORLD (WHITBECK) SC
H - MODERN WORLD GEOGRAPHY (CASE) SC
I - GLOBAL GEOGRAPHY (VAN CLEEF)
J - INFLUENCE OF GEOGRAPHY (RIDGLEY)
The letters "SC” on the tables and charts designate
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the Standard Catalog
,
1947
,
where the Working List is com-
pared with the Standard Cata log, As indicated above, six
of the texts are mentioned in the Standard Catalog ; refer-
ences mentioned in the Standard Catalog will be so marked
in the Comparative Tables,
TABLE I
References Cited in Two Textbooks
References
Abstract of United States
Census
Allen, N. B., Asia
Allen, N. B., Our Cereal
Grains
Annal s of the American
Academy of Political and
Social Science
Appleton ' s Modern School
Atlas
Asia
,
Asia Magazine, New
York
Baer, Marian E., Pandora * s
Box
Barrett, Otis W., The
Tropical Crops
Bauer, H. A., Globes
,
Maps
and Skyways
Beaver, S. H., and Stamp,
L, D., Africa
Textbooks
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TABLE I
( continued
)
References
Bengtson, N. A., and Van
Royen, W., Fundamentals
of Economic Geography
Bogardus, J. F., Europe
Boyd, Louise A©, Polish
Countrysides
Canadian Geographical
Journal
,
Montreal
Carpenter, F. G., New
Geographical Readers
Case, E. C., and Bergsmark,
D. R., College
Geography
Chase, Stuart, Rich Land
,
Poor Land
Chase, Stuart, The Road We
Are Traveling
Chisholm, George G., Hand -
book of Commercial
Geography
Clark, V. B., Europe
,
A
Geographical Reader
Copeland, E. B., Rice
Corticelli Silk Co.,
Florence, Mass., Silk
and the Silk Industry
Cressey, G. B., China *
s
Geographica l Foundations
Day, Clive, History of
Commerce
Textbooks
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(continued
)
References Textbooks
ABCDEFGHIJ
DuPuy, William A., The
Nation 1 s Forests X
Emeny, Brooks, The Strategy
of Raw Materia Is X
Finch, Vernon C., Trewartha,
Glenn T. and Shearer,
Merle H., The Earth and
It s Resources X X
Fisher, E. F., Resources
and Industries of the
United States
Furnas, Clifford C., The
Storehouse of Civiliza-
tion X X
Gaer, Joseph, Men and Trees X X
Gunther, John, Inside Asia X X
Gunther, John, Inside Europe X X
Gustafson, Axel F.,
Conservation in the
United States X X
Huntington, Ellsworth, Asia
,
A Geographical Reader
Huntington, Ellsworth,
Civilization and Climate X
Huntington, E* and Cushing,
S. W., Modern Business
Geography
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Ilin, Max, New Russia 1 s
Primer X X
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( continued
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ABCDEFGHIJ
International Yearbook of
Agricultural Statistics
,
annual; Rome, Italy
James, Preston E., Latin
America
Jefferson, Mark, Man in
Europe
Jones, Clarence F., Commerce
of South America
Jones, C. F., and
Darkenwald, G. D.,
Economic Geography
King, Franklin H* Farmers
of Forty Centuries X
Klimm, L. E* Starkey,
P. 0. and Hall, N. F.,
Introductory Economic
Geography
Light, Richard U., Focus
on Africa X
Lord, Russell B., Behold
Our Land X
The Mineral Industry
,
annual; McGraw-Hill
Book Company, New York
Oxford Advanced At la 3
,
Bartholomew, J. G* X
Pack, C. F., and Gill,
Tom, Forest s and
Mankind
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TABLE I
( continued)
References Textbooks
ABCDEPGHIJ
Paullin, Charles 0., Atlas
of Historical Geography of
LEe United States
Peattie, Roderick,
Geography in Human
Destiny
Peattie, Roderick, New
College Geography
Pigman, Augustus P., The
Story of Water
Raisz, Erwin, Atlas of
Global Geography
Renner, George T., The
Air We Live In
Renner, George T., Human
Geography in the Air Age
Reynolds P* K., Stor?/ of
the Banana
X X
X X
X X
X X
X X
X X
X s X
rt
X X
Skeat, E. G., The Principles
of Geography X X
Spykman, Nicholas J.,
America f s Strategy in
World P'olitics X X
Staples, Z. C., and York,
G. M., Economic Geography X X
Stefanson, Vilhjalmur, Mj
Life with the Eskimo X X
Tappan, E. M., The
Industrial Reeders
>
X X
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TABLE I
( continued)
References Textbooks
ABCDEFGHIJ
Taylor, Griffith, Australia
,
a Geographical. Reader X X
Toothaker, Charles R,,
Commercial Raw Materials X X
Travel . McBride Publishing
Company, New York X X
Trewartha, Glenn T., An
Introduct ion to Weather
and Climate X X
United States Chamber of
Commerce, Our World
Trade, annual, X X
United States Department of
Commerce, Commerce Year -
book, annual, X X
United States Department of
Commerce, Trade Informa -
tion Bulletins X X
United States Department of
Commerce, Trade Promotion
Series X X
United States Department of
Commerce, World Economi c
Review, annual, X X
United States Geological
Survey, World Atlas of
Geology X X
United States Rubber Company,
New York, Romance of Rubber X X
Vance, Rupert B., Human
Geography of the South X X
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TABLE I
( continued
)
References Textbooks
ABCDEFGHIJ
Van Hise, C. R., Conserva -
tion of Our Natural
Resources
Vanstone, J. H., The Raw
Materials of Commerce
Voskuil, W. H., Minerals in
Modern Industry
Ward, R. DeC., Climate X
Ward, R. DeC., Climates of
the United States
Warshaw, H. M.,
Representative Indus-
tries in the United
Stat es
Webb, W. P. The Great
Plains X X
Whitbeck, R. H.,
Industria l Geography
Whittlesey, Derwent S., The
Earth and the State : a
Study of Political
Geography X
Zimmerman, E. W., World
Resources and
Industries
X X
X X
X X
X
X X
X X
X X
X
x X
TABLE I
References Cited in Two Textbooks
Expla nation:
Table I lists the references cited in two textbooks
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out of the ten high school geography textbooks studied*
The textbooks in which the references are mentioned are
designated, and the references are arranged alphabetically*
Findings:
Eighty-four references are cited in two textbooks out
of ten texts which contained 1,225 references. With respect
to reference agreement among the textbook writers this
represents a +*068 agreement which is of significance* In
other words, 6*8$ of the Master List of 1,225 references
appear in two of the geography textbooks; the percentage
of the Master List references is largest in this, the
lowest category used in the study, namely two textbooks
out of the ten texts studied*
TABLE II
References Cited in Three Textbooks
References Textbooks
ABCDEFGHIJ
Blanchard, Raoul and Todd
M*, Geography of France X X X
Blanchard, W. 0. and Visher
S
• ,
Economic Geography
of Europe XXX
Brown, N* C*, The American
Lumber Industry X X X
Bulletin of Pan-American
Union
,
Washington, L«C* X X X
Q02_tiy oa H . Q rS Pnof on
CD
X
ct
Alice, Economic Geography X X X
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TABLE II
(continued)
References Textbooks
ABCDEFGHIJ
Compton 1 s Encyclopedia
,
Compton, F. E. X XX
Encyclopaedia Brltannlca X
Fairgrieve, James,
Geography and World
Power X
Finch, V. C* and Baker,
0. E., Geography of
the World* s Agriculture
Finch, V. C* and Trewartha,
G. T., Elements of
Geography
Fitzgerald, Walter,
Africa X
Foreign Affairs, New
York X
Glover, Katherine, America
Begins Again XXX
X X
X X
X XX
XX X
X
X
X
X
Huntington,E. Williams,
F. E.
,
a nd Van
Valkenburg, S., Economic
and Social Geography XX X
Lemert, B. F., The Cotton
Textile Industry of the
Southern Appalachian
Piedmont XX X
Mackinder, Halford, J.,
Democratic Ideals and
Reality XX X
Packard, Leonard 0.,
Sinnott, C. P. and
Overton, Bruce, The
Nations at Work X X X
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TAELE II
(continued
)
References
A B C D
Parkins, A. E. and Whitaker,
J. R., Our Natura l
Resources and Their
Conservati on
Smith, J. Russell, Commerce
and Industry
Smith, J. Russell, Industrial
and Commercla 1 Geography
Smith, J. Russell, Men and
Resources
Smith, J. Russell, The World * s
Food Resources
Stamp, L. D., Asia
,
an
Economic and Regional
Geography X
Stamp, L. D#, and Beaver,
S. H., The British Isles
Statistical Yearbook
,
League
of Nations, Geneva,
Switzerland
U. S. Department of Agricul-
ture, Farmers * Bullet in
Van Valkenburg, S. and
Huntington E*, Europe
Whitbeck, Ray H., Economic
Geography of South
America
Whitbeck, Ray H. and Finch,
V • C
. ,
Economic Geography
X X
Textbooks
E F G H
X
XXX
X X
X X
X
X
X X
I J
X X
X
X
X X
XXX
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TABLE II
(continued)
References Textbooks
ABCDEFGHIJ
Whitbeck, Ray H. and Thomas,
0. J.
,
The Geographic
Factor : Its Role in
Life and Civilization X XX
Zon, Raphael and Sparhawk,
W. N., Forest Resources
of the World (2 volumes) XX X
TAELE II
References Cited in Three Textbooks
Explanation :
The table lists the references cited in three textbooks
out of the ten geography books. The textbooks in which the
references are mentioned are designated and the references
are arranged alphabetically.
Findings:
Thirty-one references are cited in three textbooks
out of the total of ten high school geography textbooks
which contained 1,225 references. This represents a
f.025 agreement in respect to references among the authors,
and is a low but significant frequency.
TABLE III
References Cited in Four Textbooks
Explanation:
This table represents the references which are cited
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TABLE III
References Cited in Four Textbooks
References
Bergsmark, D* R., Economic
Geography of Asia
Bulletin of the Philadelphia
Geographical Society
Canada Yearbook
Huntington, E. and Cushing,
S . W
. ,
Principles of
Human Geography
Keir, Malcolm, Industries
of America
Smith, J. R. and Phillips,
M. 0., North America
Statesman 1 s Yearbook
U. S. Department of
Agriculture, Agricultural
Statistics
White, C* L. and Renner,
G. T., Geography - An
Introduction to Human
Ecology
World Almanac
ABC
X
Textbooks
E F G H I J
X X X X
XXX
X X
X X
XXX
X
X X
X X X
X X
X
X
X
X
X
in four of the ten high school geography texts; the text-
books wherein the references appear are designated* The
references are listed alphabetically.
Findings
:
Ten references are cited in four texts out of a total
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of 1,225 Master List references cited in the ten textbooks
of the study. This gives an agreement ratio of +.008 among
the textbook authors in this category, showing a very low
agreement, of but slight significance#
TABLE IV
References Cited in Five Textbooks
References Textbooks
ABCDEFGHIJ
Bowman, Isaiah, The New World ;
Problems in Political
Geography XX XXX
Economi c Geogra phy
,
quarter ly;
Clerk University, Worcester, XXX XX
Mass.
J ourna 1 of Geography
,
monthly
except June7 July and
August, A. J. Nystrom
Company, Chicago, 111.
Miller, G. J. and Parkins,
A. E., Geography of
North America
Smith, J. Russell, North
America
United States Department
of Commerce, Foreign
Commerce Yearbook
,
annual
United States Department
of Commerce, Statis-
tical Abstract of the
United States, annual
United States Department
of the Interior, Minerals
Yearbook, annual
XXX XX
X X X X X
X X XXX
XX X XX
X X X X X
XX XX X
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TAELE IV
References Cited in Five Textbooks
Explanation:
The table sets forth the references which are cited
in five of the ten high school geography textbooks and
designates the textbooks in which the references are found#
References are listed alphabetically.
Findings
:
Eight references are cited in five textbooks out of
the ten books. The agreement at this level as compared
with the total number of 1,225 references listed by the
ten authors is +.006, thus showing a very low and insignifi-
cant frequency of mention of references; however, it is to
be expected that the agreement will decrease as the number
of textbooks in which the citations appear, increases.
TABLE V
References Cited in Six Textbooks
References Textbooks
A B C D E F G H I J
Geographical Review X X X X X X
Jones, Clarence F., South
America X X X X X X
National Geographic
Magazine X X X X X X
TABLE V
References Cited in Six Textbooks
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Explanation:
The table lists the references that are mentioned in
six of the ten geography textbooks and designates the text
books in which the references are found. The references
are listed alphabetically.
Findings
:
Three references are cited in six textbooks out of
the ten; with regard to the Master List total of 1,225
references, the reference agreement at this level is f.002
and therefore very low and insignificant*
TABLE VI
References Cited in Seven Textbooks
Reference Textbooks
ABCDEFGHIJ
Goode’s School Atlas X X X X X X X
TABLE VI
Reference Cited in Seven Textbooks
Explanation:
The table sets forth the reference which is cited in
seven of the ten high school geography textbooks and
designates the textbooks in which the reference is found.
Findings
:
One reference is cited in seven textbooks out of the
ten* In this category the agreement is negligible with
respect to the references cited by the textbook writers*
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( +.008)
•
TABLE VII
Reference Cited in Nine Textbooks
Reference Textbooks
ABCDEFGHIJ
Yearbook of Agriculture
,
TJ . S. Department of
Agriculture X XXXXXXXX
TABLE VII
Reference Cited in Nine Textbooks
Explanation
:
The Table sets forth the reference which is cited in
nine of the ten high school geography textbooks and
designates the textbooks in which the reference is found#
Findings
:
One reference is cited in nine textbooks out of a
total of 1,225 references cited in the ten high school
geography textbooks. The agreement at this level is also
negligible (+.0008), in respect to references among the
geography textbook writers studied.
No references are cited in eight or in all ten of
the ten high school geography textbooks, so that there is
zero agreement in these categories#
Agreement of References with the Authoritative Source:
The one reference mentioned in nine of the ten text-
books is also listed in the 1947 Standard Catalog, the
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authoritative source. This reference is the Yearbook of
Agriculture .
The one reference mentioned in seven of the ten
geography high school texts is also listed in the Standard
Catalog . This reference is Goode's School Atlas and is
doubly starred, signifying specially recommended.
None of the three references cited in six of the ten
texts are listed in the Standard Catalog . The agreement
here is zero between the textbook writers and the authorita-
tive source; however, the Standard Catalog does not list
geographical periodicals as such, but only recommends
certain periodical bibliographies. Two of the three refer-
ences in this category are geographical periodicals.
Tables VIII through XI show the extent of agreement
in the remaining categories.
Tables with explanations and findings follow showing
the agreement between the textbookswr iters and the authori-
tative source. Short titles are used in the tables.
TABLE VIII
Agreement between References Mentioned in Five
Textbooks and the Standard Catalog
SCABCBEFGHIJ
Bowman, I., New World X X X X X
Economic Geography
Journal of Geography XXX
XXX
X X
X X
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TABLE VIII
( continued
)
SCABCDEFGHIJ
Miller and Parkins,
Geography of North
America X X X X X
Smith, J. R., North
America X X XXX
U. S. Department of
Commerce, Foreign
Commerce Yearbook X X X X X X
U. S. Department of
Commerce, Statistical
Abstract of the
United States X X XX X X
U. S. Department of
Interior, Minerals
Yearbook X X X X X
TABLE VIII
Explanation:
Table VIII lists the references mentioned in five text-
books, the five textbooks in which mentioned, and agreement
with the authoritative source#
Findings
:
Two of the eight references are listed in the Standard
Catalog, for an agreement ratio of f.25 which shows real
significance. Both references mentioned in the Standard
Catalog are United States Government publications; one
is also starred for first purchase#
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TAELE IX
Agreement between References Mentioned in Four
Textbooks and the Standard Catalog
Bergsmark, D. R., Economic
Geography
Bulletin of Philadelphia
Geographica 1 Society
Canada Yearbook
Huntington and Cushing,
Principles of Human
Geography
Keir, M., Industries
of America
N. Y. World-Telegram,
Wor Id Almanac
Smith and Phillips,
North America
Statesman’s Yearbook
SCABCDEFGHIJ
X X X X
XXX
X X X
X
X
X X
XXX X
X**
X X
X X
X X
X X
X
X
U. S. Department of
Agriculture,
Agricultural Statistics X XXX X
TABLE IX
Explanation
:
Table IX lists the ten references mentioned in four
of the ten textbooks, the texts in which listed, and
agreement with the authoritative source.
Findings
;
Six of the ten references in this category are listed
in the Standard Catalog for an agreement of f.6, which
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show3 very high significance. One reference, the World
Almanac, is doubly starred, and therefore, specially
recommended; another, the Stateman's Yearbook is single
starred, denoting recommended for first purchase.
TABLE X
Agreement between References Mentioned in Three of
the Ten High School Geography Textbooks and
the Standard Catalog
Reference
SC A
Blanchard and Todd,
Geography of France
Blanchard and Visher,
Economic Geography
Brown, N. C., American
Lumber Industry X
Bulletin of Pan-American
Union X
Colby and Foster,
Economic Geography X
Compton 1 s Encyclopedia X
Encyclopaedia Britannica X
Fairgrieve, James,
Geography
Finch and Baker, Geography
of World ' s Agriculture X
Finch and Trewartha,
Elements of Geography
Fitzgerald, W.
,
Africa
Foreign Affairs
BCDEFGHIJ
X XX
XXX
X XX
XX X
a>
X * X X
X XX
X XXXXX
X XX
XX XXXX
x XX
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TABLE X
( continued
)
SC A
Glover, K., America
Begins Again X X
Huntington, Williams and
Van Valkenburg,
Economic and Social
Geography
Lemert, B. F., Cotton
Textile Industry
Mackinder, H. J.,
Democratic Ideals
and Reality
Packard, Sinnott, Overton,
Nations at Work X
Parkins and Whitaker,
Our Natural Resources
Smi th, J . R.
,
Commerce
and Industry
Smith, J. R., Industrial
and C ommercial
Geography
Smith, J* R., Men and
Resources
Smith, J. R., World’s
Food Resources
BCDEFGHIJ
X X
XX XXXX
XX X
XX X
X XX
XXX
XXX
XXX X
XX X
Stamp, L. D., Asia X XX
Stamp and Beaver,
British Isles XXX
Statistical Yearbook
,
League of Nations
U* S. Department of
Agriculture, Farmers'
Bulletin
XX X
X X X X
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TABLE X
( continued
)
SGABGDEFGHIJ
Van Valkenburg and
Huntington, Europe
Whitbeck and Williams,
Economic Geography
Whitbeck and Finch,
Economic Geography
Whitbeck and Thomas,
Geographic Factor
Zon and Sparhawk,
Forest Resources
X
X
X
TABLE X
X X
X XX
XXX
X X
XX X
Explanation:
The table lists the 31 references which are mentioned
in three of the ten textbooks, the texts in which mentioned,
and agreement with the Standard Catalog*
Findings
:
Twelve of the 31 references cited in three textbooks
are also listed in the authoritative source* This gives
an agreement of f.387, which is of real significance* One
of the references in this category, Colby, Economic
Geography
,
is among the textbooks studied, also. Another,
Whitbeck and Williams, Economic Geography of South America
,
is starred for first purchase in the Standard Catalog*
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TABLE XI
Agreement between References Mentioned in Two Texts
and Standard Cata log
SC A
Abstract of U. S« Census X
Allen, Asia
Allen, Our Cereal Grains
Annals of American Academy
of Political and Social
Science
Appleton^ Modern School
Atlas
Asia
Baer, M. E., Pandora *
s
Box X
Barrett, 0. W.,
Tropical Crops
Bauer, H. A., Globes
,
Maps and Skyways X
Beaver and Stamp, Africa
Eengtson and Van Royen,
Fundamentals of Economic
Geography
Bogardus, Europe
Boyd, Polish Countrysides X
Canadian Geographical
Journa
1
Carpenter, New
Geographical Readers
Case and Bergsmark,
College Geography
BCDEFGHIJ
X X
X X
X X
X X
X X
X X
X X
X X
X X
X X
x X
X X
X
X X
X X
X X
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TABLE XI
(continued
)
SCABCDEFGHIJ
Chase, S., Rich Land
,
Poor Land X
Chase S., Road We Are
Traveling X X
Chisholm, Handbook of
Commercial Geography
Clark, Europe
Copeland, Rice
Corticelli Silk Co.,
Silk and the Silk
Industry
Cressey, China 1 s
Geographica l
Foundations
Day, C., History of
Commerce X
DuPuy, Nation 1 s Forest s X
Emery, Strategy of Raw
Materials X
X
X
Finch, Trewartha, Glenn
and Shearer, Earth and
Its Resources X X
Fisher, Resources and
Industries of U .S .
Furnas, Storehouse of
Civilization X X
Gaer, J., Men and Trees X XX
Gunther, J., Inside Asis X XX
Gunther, J., Inside
Europe
X X
X X
X X
X X
X X
X X
X
X
x X
XXX
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TABLE XI
( continued
)
SCABCLEFGHIJ
Gustafson, Conservation
in U. S . XXX
Huntington, E., Asia
Huntington, E., Civiliza -
tion and Climate X
Huntington and Cushing,
Modern Business
Geography
Ilin, Max, New Russia »
s
Primer X
International Yearbook
of Agricultural
Statistics, Rome
James, P. E., Latin
America
X
X
X
X
X
Jefferson, Man in
Europe
Jones, C. F., Commerce of
South America
Jones and Darkenwald,
Economic
Geography
King, F. H., Farmers of
Forty Centuries X
Klimm, Starkey and Hall,
Introductory Economic
Geography
Light, R. U., Focus on
Africa X
Lord, R. R., Behold Our
Land v v
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X X
X
X
X X
X
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TABLE XI
(continued
)
McGraw Book Co., The
Mineral Industry
Oxford Advanced Atlas
Pack and Gill, Forests
and Mankind
Paullin C., Atlas of
Historical Geography
Peattie, R., Geography in
Human Destiny
Peattie R., New College
Geography
Pigman, A. P., Story of
Water
Raisz, E., Atlas of Global
Geography
Renner, G. T., Air We Live
In
Renner, G. T., Human
Geography in Air Age
Reynolds, P. K., Story of
the Banana
Skeat, E. G., Principles
of Geography
Spykman, N. J., America » 3
Strategy in World Poli-
tics »
Staples and York, Econ omic
Geography
Stefanson, V., M£ Life with
the Eskimo X
SCABCDEFGIIIJ
X X
XX X
X XX
X yiX X
X X
X X
X X
XX X
XXX
CD
X X x X
Cl-
X X
X X
X X
X x
X X
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TABLE XI
(continued
)
SC A B
Tappan, Industrial Readers
Taylor, Australia
Toothaker, Commercial Raw
Materials
Travel
Trewartha, Introduction
to Wea ther and Climate X
U. S. Chamber of Commerce,
Our World Trade
U. S. Dept. Commerce,
Commerce Yearbook X
U. S. Dept. Commerce,
Trade Information
Bulletin
U. S. Dept. Commerce,
Trade Promotion Series
U. S. Dept. Commerce,
World Economic Review
U. S. Geological Survey,
World Atlas of
Commercial Geology X
U. S. Rubber Co., Romance
of Rubber
Vance, Human Geography
of the South X
Van Else and Havemeyer,
Conser vation of our *
Natural Resources X
Vanstone, Raw Materials
of Commerce
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TABLE XI
(continued)
Voskuil, Minerals in
Modern Industry
Ward, R., Climate
Ward, R., Climates of
U.S.
War shaw. Representative
Indu s tri e a of U . S.
Webb, The Great Plains
Whitbeck, Industrial
Geography
Whittlesey, Earth and
the State
Zimmerman, World
Resources and
Industries
SCABCDEPGHIJ
X X
X X
X X
XX X
X X
X X
X X
TABLE XI
Explanations
Table XI lists the eighty-four references which are
mentioned in two of the ten textbooks studied, the textbooks
in which mentioned, and agreement with the Standard Catalog*
Findings
:
Twenty-three of the eighty-four references cited in
two of the ten textbooks are also listed in the Standard
Catalog . This gives a coefficient of agreement of f.569,
which is of high significance for this category. As
indicated in the table, three of the references are starred.
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signifying recommended for first purchase. One reference,
Renner, Human Geography in Air Age , is among the textbooks
in this study*
TABLE XII
Classification of References
Classifications
1* -Reference Books
2.
-Farallel Textbooks
3.
-Source Books
4*-Series and Sets
5*-Specialized Studies
6*
-Eiographies
7*
-Fiction
8.
-Books on Local Aspects
9,
-Advanced Books for Teachers
10.
-Professional Books
11* -Pamphlets and Periodicals
Number in each
23
19
0
4
74
1
0
0
2
2
13
138 Total Work-
ing List
TABLE XII
Explanation
i
Table XII shows how the Working List used in the study
is classified according to Wesley's eleven classifications
as designated in the table*
Findings:
Of the 138 references in the Working List, 74 may be
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classified as Specialized Studies; 23 as Reference Books;
19 as Parallel Textbooks; 13 as Pamphlets and Periodicals,
These four classifications are the main ones used in the
reference Working List obtained from the ten high school
geography textbooks studied*
TABLE XIII
Number of Working List References in each Textbook
Textbook Number of References
I (Van Cleef) 65 out of 138
F (Jones
)
54 out of 138
G (Whitbeck) 47 out of 138
A (Bradley) 46 out of 138
E (Packard
)
45 out of 138
H (Case) 36 out of 138
J (Ridgley) 32 out of 138
C (Roth) 26 out of 138
B (Renner) 12 out of 138
D (Colby) 12 out of 138
TABLE XIII
Explanation
:
The Table lists in descending order the textbooks
with the number of references in each; the text with the
highest number coming first*
Findings
;
Van Cleef, Jones, Whitbeck, Bradley, and Packard in
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that order are the five texts that have the largest number
of references which are mentioned in the Working List of
138 references. The last five are Case, Ridgley, Roth,
Renner and Colby. Pull descriptions of these texts have
been given in this study.
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS
Agreement among authors with respect to references:
In the ten selected high school geography textbooks
studied, a complete Master List of 1,225 references was
compiled* Of this total, 138 references are cited in from
two to nine textbooks*
The breakdwon of the Working List of 138 references
finds 84 references mentioned in two of the ten textbooks,
31 references listed in three of the texts, ten more
references occurring in four of the textbooks, eight more
references mentioned in five of the books, three more
references mentioned in six of the books, one more each
in seven and in nine of the texts* No references are found
in all ten or in eight of the textbooks*
In terms of percentage, 11*3$ of the total references
are cited in two or more of the ten textbooks* The remain-
ing 88*7^ of the total references are mentioned in one text-
book only*
Sixty-one percent of the 138 references are in the
two times mentioned category; 23^ are in the three times
class; 5* are in the four times mentioned class; 5*8$ of
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the 138 references are mentioned in five of the textbooks;
2% are mentioned in six texts; one reference listed in
seven and one listed in nine books together account for
1.4^ of the Working List. There is a zero percentage for
both the eight and ten text classes.
In other words, one reference is mentioned in nine
textbooks out of the ten studied; two references are men-
tioned in seven or more textbooks; five references, in
six or more texts; thirteen references, in five or more
texts; 23 references, in four or more texts; 54 references,
in three or more; 138 references in two or more.
It may be concluded, then, from the above figures and
percentages, that there is but little agreement among
high school geography textbook writers in their selection
of references. One thousand eighty-six references or
88.7$ of the Master List total of 1,225 references are
mentioned in one textbook only. These references are,
in many cases, technical articles on special geographical
subjects in various periodicals and publications. Insofar
as they are, it is then, not surprising to find little
agreement among authors on them. However, the writer
feels that in high school geography textbooks, there should
be an higher coefficient of agreement, so as to help the
pupil, the teacher and the librarian in achieving the
optimum outcome in their separate and mutual aims and
; o.aiocKfd’xetf arid
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goa Is
•
The Working List references do show that writers agree
that certain governmental publications, atlases and
periodicals, specialized studies and parallel texts are
useful references for the high school student. They do
not mention series, books on local aspects and specific
articles with any high degree of agreement, as has been
shown. A reduced, but more select set of references
could be obtained from the Working List in this study.
Agreement of references with the authoritative source:
It is found that 46 of the 138 references in the
Working List, that is 33$, are listed in the Standard
Catalog . This shows that the agreement between high
school geography textbooks writers’ references and the
Standard Catalog listings, in terms of the Working List,
is quite high and encouraging in the geography field.
However, the writer recommends that an even higher
percentage of agreement be maintained between geography
writers and such authoritative sources as the Standard
Catalog. The compilers of the Standard Catalog can widen
the range of their insertions in the field of geography
by noting the references cited in two to nine high school
geography textbooks, that are not listed in the Standard
Catalog . Conversely, the writers of high school geography
textbooks can implement their references by checking with
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the Standard Catalog; the references will then have more
value since the school library is often built with the
aid of the Standard Catalog , In this way, geography
reference lists which are suitable, valuable and desirable
for high school study will be more available; also, aid
is given to the selection and compilation of a comprehensive
and useful school library. The textbook bibliography will
then be a really helpful tool for the student*
Classification of References
r
As indicated in Table XII, the references are classi-
fied largely as Specialized Studies, Reference Books and
Pamphlets and Periodicals; 53.6$ of the 138 Working List
references are Specialized Studies, most of them being
geographical regional studies. These three classifications
provide the best media for presenting dynamic geographical
phenomena which appear so often in this ever growing and
expanding field of study. In addition, the writer notes
that a fourth classification. Parallel Texts, is mentioned
a sufficiently large number of times as reference material
by the textbook authors. Parallel Texts give the student
the opportunity to cope with different interpretations,
vocabulary and presentation; such readings make possible
higher levels of comprehension through comparison* The
writer recommends that more books in the geography Series
and Sets classification be included in the reference lists
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of geography texts whenever possible*
SUGGESTED REFERENCES FOR HIGH SCHOOL LIBRARIES:
The references which follow are cited in from two to
nine of the ten high school geography textbooks used in
this study; they are the 46 references also listed in the
Standard Catalog for High School Libraries
,
1947, an
authoritative source for the selection of references
suitable for the high school level. In view of this agree-
ment, the writer submits the 46 references as an initial
basis for building an high school geography library* The
List is arranged alphabetically as a whole without regard
to the various categories; if single or double starred in
the Standard Catalog
,
the references are so marked here;
references followed by a | are among the ten textbooks
used in the study itself*
Abstract of the United States Census * U. S. Bureau of the
Census. Annual,
Baer, Marian E., Pandora * s Box : the Story of Conservation *
292 pp*, Rinehart, 1939,
Bauer, Hubert A., Globes
,
Maps and Skyways , 75 pp.,
Macmillan, 1942,
Brown, N. C., The American lumber Industry* 293 pp*,
Wiley, 1935.
Bulletin of the Pan-American Union * Pan American Union,
•Washington, D. C*
Chase, Stuart, Rich Land, Poor Land. * 361 pp* McGraw,
1936,
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Chase, Stuart, The Road We Are Traveling . 106 pp..
Twentieth Century Fund, 1942.
Colby, Charles C. and Foster, Alice, Economic Geography.
# 685 pp., Ginn, 1947*
Compton* s Pictured Encyclopedia * 15 vols., Comption, 1947*
Day, Clive, History of Commerce » 703 pp*, Longmans, 1938.
DuPuy, William A., The Nation * s Forests * 264 pp*,
Macmillan, 1938.
Encyclopaedia Britannica* 24 vols*. Encyclopaedia
brittannica, 1947.
Finch, V. C. and Baker, 0. E., Geography of the World * s
Agriculture. 149 pp., Supt. of Documents, Washington,
d. c.y rsTV.
Gaer, Joseph, Men and Trees . * 118 pp*, Harcourt, 1939.
Glover, Katherine, America Begins Again* 382 pp., McGraw,
1939.
Goode 1 s School Atlas . 286 pp., Rand McNally, 1939.
Gunther, John, Inside Asia . 637 pp.. Harper, 1942.
Gunther, John, Inside Europe . 606 pp.. Harper, 1940.
Gustafson, Apel F.
,
Cons ervation in the United States .
477 pp., Comstock Pub. Co., 1944.
Huntington, E. and Cushing, S. W., Principles of Human
.
Geography , 594 pp., Wiley, 1940.
Keir, Malcolm, Industries of America. 611 pp., Ronald,
1928.
Lord, Russell, R., Behold Our Land. 309 pp., Houghton,
1938.
New York World -Telegram, The World Almanac . New York
World-Telegram, annual.
Oxford Advanced Atlas . 32 pp. , Oxford, 1942.
Pack, C. F. and Gill, Tom, Forests and Mankind . 250 pp.,
Macmillan, 1929.
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Packard, L. 0., Sinnott, C. P. and Overton, B., The Nations
at Work * 727 pp., Macmillan, 1959.
Paullin, Charles, Atlas of Historical Geography . 162 pp.
,
American Geographical Society of New York, 1932*
Raisz, Erwin, At la s of Global Geography . 64 pp.. Harper,
1944*
Fenner, George T., The Air We Live In. 47 pp., Macmillan,
1942.
Renner, George T., Human Geography in the Air Age . #
238 pp., Macmillan, 1942.
Smith, J. Russell, Men and Resources. 729 pp., Harcourt,
1937.
Smith, J. R. and Phillips, M. 0., North America . 1016 pp.,
Harcourt, 1942.
Sta teaman ’ s Year-Book. * Macmillan, annual.
Stefanson, V., My Life with the Eskimo. 382 pp., Macmillan,
1927.
TJ. S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Statistics .
Supt. of Documents, Washington, D. C.
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Farmers ’ Bulletin .
Supt. of Documents, Washington, D. C.
TJ. S. Department of Agriculture, Yearbook of Agriculture .
Supt. of Documents, Washington, D. C., annual.
TJ. S. Department of Commerce, Commerce Yearbook. U.
S. Department of Commerce, annual*
TJ. S. Department of Commerce, Foreign Commerce Yearbook .
TJ. S. Dept, of Commerce, annual*
TJ. S. Department of Commerce, Statistical Abstract of t he
United States. * Supt. of Documents, Washington,
D. C., annual.
U. S. Geological Survey, World Atlas of Commercial Geology .
U. S. Geological Survey, Washington, D. C.
Van Hise, C. R. and Havemeyer, L.
,
Conservation of Our
Na tural Resources . 551 pp., Macmilla'n, 1930*
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Webb, W. P., The Great Plains * 525 pp., Ginn, 1931.
Whitbeck, R. H., Industrial Geography . 608 pp., American
Book Co., 1929.
Whitbeck, R. H. and Finch. V. C., Economic Geography .
647 pp., McGraw, 1941.
Whitbeck R. H. and Williams, F. E., Economi c Geography of
South America
.
* 469 pp., McGraw, 1940.
The remaining 92 references of the Working List of
138 references are listed here in alphabetically arranged
order. The Working List as a whole could serve as a wider
basis for the selection of a geography high school library
than the list only of references mentioned in the Standard
Catalog and is so recommended. This list, which contains
the references not mentioned in the Standard Catalog
,
and
the list preceding, containing the references mentioned
in the Standard Catalog
,
do not rest upon the opinion of
the writer, but upon the agreement shown among the authors
of the ten high school geography textbooks studied and
with the Standard Catalog . To that extent, the references
possess objective validity and value for those unfamiliar
with the subject; those more familiar with the field may
find the lists useful as the basis for further suggestions
and supplementation. To serve such a purpose, the 138
references as a whole are recommended.
The 92 references are:
Allen, N. B., Asia . 455 pp., Ginn, 1935.
Allen, N. B., Our Cereal Grains . 300 pp., Ginn, 1928.
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Anna la of the American Academy of Political and Social
Science . Lancaster, Penna., bi-monthly.
Appleton 1 3 Modern School Atlas . Appleton, 1932.
Asia Magazine. Editorial Publications, Inc., New York,
IT. Y., monthly#
Barrett, Otis W.
,
The Tropical Crops. 445 pp., Macmillan,
1928.
Beaver, S. H. and Stamp, L. D., A Regional Geography :
Africa . 271 pp., Longmans, 1934#
Bengston, N. A. and Van Royen, W., Fundamentals of Economic
Geography . 802 pp., Prentice-Hall, 1947.
Bergsmark, D. R., Economic Geography of Asia. 618 pp.,
Prentice -Ha 11, 1935.
Blanchard, Raoul and Todd, M., Geography of France . 238 pp.,
Rand, 1919.
Blanchard, W. 0., and Visher, S. S., Economic Geography
of Europe . 507 pp., McGraw, 1931.
Bogardus, J. F., Europe . 713 pp.. Harper, 1934.
Bowman, Isaiah, The New World . 803 pp.. World Book, 1928.
Boyd, Louise A., Polish Countrysides . 235 pp., American
Geographical Society, 1937.
Bulletin of the Philadelphia Geographical Society.
Philadelphia Geographical Society, Philadelphia, Penna.,
quarterly.
Canada Yearbook . Dominion’s Bureau of Statistics, Ottawa,
annual.
Canadian Geograph lea 1 Journal . Canadian Geographical
Society, Ottawa, monthly.
Carpenter, F. G., New Geographical Readers. Doubleday,
1922-1926.
Case, E. C., and Bergsmark, D. R., College Geography .
767 pp., Wiley, 1940.
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Chisholm, George G., Handbook of Commercial Geography .
884 pp., Longmans, 1937.
Clark, V. B., Europe, A Geographical Reader . 555 pp..
Silver, 1925.
Copeland, E. B., Rice . 352 pp., Macmillan, London, 1924.
Corticelli Silk Company, Silk and the Silk Industry .
Cressey, G. B., China [ s Geographical Foundations . 436 pp.,
McGraw, 1934.
Economic Geography . Clark University, Worcester, Mass.,
quarterly.
Emeny, Brooks, The Strategy of Raw Materials .
Macmillan, 1937.
Fairgrieve, James, Geography and World Power . 356 pp.,
Dutton, 1932.
Finch, V. C. and Trewartha, G. T., Elements of Geography ,
823 pp., McGraw, 1942.
Finch, V. C., Trewartha, G. T. and Shearer, M. H., The
Earth and Its Resources . 634 pp., McGraw, 1941*
Fisher, E. F., Resources and Industries of the United States .
246 pp., Ginn, 1919.
Fitzgerald, Walter, Africa . 499 pp., Dutton, 1939.
Foreign Affairs . Council on Foreign Relations, Inc.,
New York, N. Y.
,
quarterly.
Furnas, Clifford C., The Storehouse of Civilization . 562
pp., Columbia Univer., 1939.
Geographical Review . American Geographical Society, New
York, N. Y., quarterly.
Huntington, Ellsworth, Asia . 344 pp., Rand McNally, 1912.
Huntington, Ellsworth, Civilization and Climate . 453 pp.,
Yale Univ. Press, 1935.
Huntington, E. and Cushing, S. W., Modern Business Geography.
352 pp.. World Book, 1932.
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Huntin gton, E. , Williams, P. E. and Van Valkenburg, S.,
Economic and Social Geography . 630 pp., Wiley, 1933.
Ilin, Max, New Russia 1 s Primer . 161 pp., Houghton, 1931.
International Yearbook of Agricultural Statistics
,
Rome,
annual.
James, Preston E., Latin America . 908 pp., Lothrop, 1942.
Jefferson, Mar, Man in Europe. 211 pp., Ypsilanti, Mich.,
1924.
Jones, Clarence F., Commerce of South America . 584 pp.,
Ginn, 1928.
Jones, Clarence F., South America . 798 pp.. Holt, 1930.
Jones, C. F. and Darkenwald, G. G., Economic Geography .
629 pp., Macmillan, 1941.
Journal of Geography . A J. Nystrom and Co., Chicago, 111.,
monthly except June, July, August.
King, Franklin H., Farmers of Forty Centuries . 379 pp.,
Harcourt, 1939.
Klimm, L. E., Starkey, P. 0. and Hall, N. F., Introductory
Economic Geo graphy . 492 pp., Harcourt, 1940.
League of Nations, Statistical Yearbook. 10 vols., Geneva,
1928.
Lemert, B. F., The Cotton Textile Industry of t he Piedmont .
181 pp., Univ. of North Carolina, 1933.
Light, Richard U., Focus on Africa . 228 pp., American
Geographical Society of New York, 1941.
Mackinder, Halford J., Democratic Ideals and Reality.
266 pp.. Holt, 1919.
Miller, G. J., and Parkins, A. E., Geography of North
America. 632 pp., Wiley, 1934.
Mineral Industry
,
The McGraw-Hill Book Company, annual.
NatIona 1 Geographic Magazine . National Geographic Society,
Washington, D. C., monthly.
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Parkins, A. E. and Whitaker, J. R., Our Natural Resources
and Their Conservation* 647 pp., Wiley, 1939*
Peattie, Roderick, Geography in Human Destiny * 323 pp*,
G. V/. Stewart, 1940.
Peattie, Roderick, New College Geography * 583 pp., Ginn,
1932.
Pigman, A* P., The Story of Water * Appleton-Century.
Reynolds, P. K., Story of the Banana* 181 pp., Hougthon,
1927.
Skeat, E. G., (Mrs. E. G. Woods), The Principles of
Geography * Oxford, 1928.
Smith, J. Russell, Commerce and Industry. 645 pp*. Holt,
1920.
Smith, J. Russell, Industrial and Commercial Geography *
980 pp.. Holt, 1946.
Smith, J. Russell, North America . 849 pp., Harcourt, 1925.
Smith, J. Russell, The World * s Food Resources . 634 pp..
Holt, 1919.
Spykman, Nicholas J., America 1 s Strategy in World Politics.
500 pp., Harcourt, 1942.
Stamp, L. D., Asia . 704 pp., Dutton, 1935.
Stamp, L. D. and Beaver, S. H., The British Isles . 719 pp.,
Longmans, 1937.
Staples, Z. C. and York, G. M., Economic Geogra phy * 596
pp.. South-Wes tern Publishing Co., 1929*
Tappan, E. M., The Industrial Readers. 120 pp., Houghton
-
Mifflin, 1916.
Taylor, Griffith, Australia. 455 pp., E. P. Dutton and
Co., 1943.
Toothaker, Charles R., Commercial Raw Materials , 308 pp.,
Ginn, 1927.
Travel . Travel, New York, N. Y.
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Trewartha, Glenn T., An Introduction to Weather and Climate.
545 pp., McGraw, 1943.
United States Chamber of Commerce, Our World Trade.
Washington, D. C.
United States Department of Commerce, Trade Information
Bulletin, Supt. of Documents, Washington, D. C.
United States Department of Commerce, Trade Promotion Series .
Supt. of Documents, Washington, D. C.
United States Department of Commerce, World Economic Review .
Supt. of Documents, Washington, D. C.
United States Department of the Interior, Minerals Yearbook .
Bureau of Mines, annual.
United States Rubber Company, Romance of Rubber
,
U. S.
Rubber Co., New York, N. Y.
Vance, Rupert B., Human Geography of the South . 596 pp..
University of North Carolina, 1932.
Vanstone, J. H., The Raw Materials of Commerce . 2 vols..
Pitman, 1929.
Van Valkenburg, S. and Huntington, E., Europe. 651 pp«,
J. Wiley, 1935.
Voskuil, W. H., Minerals in Modern Industry. 350 pp.,
Wiley, 1930.
Ward, Robert DeC
. ,
Climate . 380 pp., G. P. Putnam, 1918.
Ward, Robert DeC., Climates of the United States .
Ginn, 1925.
Warshow, H. T., Representative Industries in the United
States . 702 pp., H. Holt, 1928.
Whitbeck, R. H. and Thomas, 0. J., The Geographic Factor .
406 pp.. Century Co., N. Y., 1932.
White, C. L., and Renner, G. T., Geography : An Introduction
to Human Ecology . 790 pp., D. Appleton -Century Co.,
1936.
Whittlesey, D. S., The Earth and the State.
Holt, 1944.
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Zimmerman, E. W., World Resources and Industries « 842
pp.. Harper, 1933.
Zon, Raphael and Sparhawk, W. N., Forest Resources of the
World. 2 vols., McGraw, 1923®
BIBLIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION:
The writer has consulted the following sources to
furnish bibliographical information for the preceding
lists in those instances where the geography textbook
writers failed to supply such data in their references:
STANDARD CATALOG FOR HIGH SCHOOL LIBRARIES
STANDARD CATALOG FOR PUBLIC LIBRARIES
CUMULATIVE BOOK INDEX
READERS' GUIDE TO PERIODICAL LITERATURE
CARD CATALOGUES: Boston Public Library, Boston
University School of Education Library, Harvard
College Library.
DIRECTORY OF PUBLISHERS:
The full addresses of publishers represented among
the 138 references in the Working List are listed in
alphabetical order below?
Abbreviation used in Suggested
Reference Lists Full Address
American Book American Book Co.,
88 Lexington Ave.,
New York, N. Y.
Appleton-Century D. Apple ton -Century Co
Inc., 35 West 32nd St.
N. Y. 1, N. Y.
Dutton E. P. Dutton a nd Co.,
Inc., 286 Fourth Ave.,
New York, N. Y.
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Ginn
Government Printing Office
Harcourt
Harper
Holt
Houghton
Longmans
McGraw-Hill
Macmillan
Oxford
Prentice-Hall
Ginn and Co*, 20
Providence St., Boston,
Mass*
Government Printing
Office, Superintendent
of Documents,
Washington 25, D. C.
Harcourt, Brace, and
Co., Inc., 383 Madison
Ave., New York, N. Y*
Harper and Brothers,
49 E. 33rd St., New
York 16, N. Y*
Henry Holt and Co*,
257 Fourth Ave*, New
York 10, N. Y.
Houghton Mifflin Co.,
2 Park St., Boston,
Mass*
Longmans, Green and
Co., 55 Fifth Ave*,
New York 3, N. Y*
McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
330 W. 42nd St.,
New York 18, N. Y*
The Macmillan Co*,
60 Fifth Ave., New
York, N. Y.
Oxford University
Press, 114 Fifth Ave.,
New York, N. Y.
Prentice-Hall, Inc*,
70 Fifth Ave., New
York 11, N. Y.
±
Putnam G . P. Putnam’s Sons
2 W. 45th St., New
York, N. Y.
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Ronald
Univ. of North Carolina
Wiley
The Ronald Press Co.,
15 E. 26th St., New
York, N. Y.
University of North
Carolina Press, Box 510,
Chapel Hill, N. C.
John Wiley and Sons,
Inc., 440 Fourth Ave.,
New York, N. Y*
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I
BIBLIOGRAPHY
General:
Bining, A. C. and Bining, D. H. ,* Teaching Social Studies
in the Secondary Schools, New York: McGraw-Hill Co.,
mi; —
Hall-Quest, Alfred L., The Textbook . New York: Macmillan
Co., 1918.
Horn, Ernest, Methods of Instruction in the Socia l Studies .
New York: Scribners, 1937.
Johnson, Henry, Teaching of History . New York: Macmillan
Co., 1940.
Wesley, Edgar B., Teaching the Social Studies . Boston:
D. C. Heath Co., 1942.
Periodicals?
Atwood, Wallace W«, "Global or World Geography", The
Journal of Geography .
Foster, Herbert D., "Books on Historical Reading in
Schools", Social Studies.
Harris, Dr. W. T., "The Importance of the Textbook",
Journa l of Education .
Heaps, Willard A., "Supplementary Readings in American
History Textbooks", Social Studies .
Kepner, Tyler, "The Dilemma of the Teacher", Social
Education .
Knowlton, D. C., "Teaching of History in the Junior High
School", The Historical Outlook.
Levine, Michael, "The Textbook in Social Studies", Social
Education.
Miller, Rex C., "High School Geography in Nebraska",
Journal of Geography .
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Stolzenberg, B.
,
"A Study of Failures in the Social Studie
Social Studies .
Wilder, Howard B., "Frogress in Social Studies Textbooks”,
Social Education.
Pamphlet
:
Cartwright, W. H. "How to Use a Textbook”, How To Do rt
Series. National Council for the Social Studies.
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